AU competes for Tech Innovation Hub

Andhra University has firmed up a model to compete with other universities and technology firms in the field of technology, innovation and incubation in a manner that will support start-ups and entrepreneurs. The varsity also involves Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning as part of the incubation process of the AU Tech Innovation and Research Hub.

The varsity has sent proposals to the Department of Science and Technology, Indian Council of Forestry Research and Education, for the setting up of a model to support start-ups and entrepreneurs. The varsity will jointly conduct the desired activities and submit a final list of projects.

National SC, ST panel chief stressed on uplift of poor

Naidu ridicules YSR for launching Chaitanya Yatra

Chairman N. Chandrababu Naidu has rubbished YSRCP Chief Minister Jagan Mohan Reddy’s efforts to launch the YSRCP Chaitanya Yatra. He said that the Chaitanya Yatra is an attempt to create mass awareness about the YSRCP’s alleged YSRCP’s anti-people policies.

He said that the YSRCP has not done anything for the poor people of the state. He said that YSRCP’s efforts to create mass awareness about the YSRCP’s alleged policies are not helping the poor people of the state.

HDFC Bank will organise Software Banking 2.0 programme to educate customers on the emerging digital banking trends

An alert and well-informed customer is less likely to fall prey to frauds. However, with the advances in technology, the customers need to be educated on the emerging digital banking trends.

The HDFC Bank has decided to organise the Software Banking 2.0 programme to educate customers on the emerging digital banking trends. The programme will be conducted across all the branches of the bank.
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Don’t want to say anything on CAA, up to India: Trump

PM wants people to have religious freedom, says US President

CAT suspends IRS officer Kishore’s suspension

Landless poor to get part of land pooled for Amaravati

AP ropes in PV Sindhu in anti-corruption fight

Travel abroad? Make it will be ready for quarantine

Medical body issues updated advisory for those wishing to travel in times of coronavirus

KOBREY HARRIS, the fourth richest person in the world, said on Tuesday, in a press conference, that the US is considering a number of steps to be taken against China.

He said he discussed the issue of religious freedom with Pakistan PM Imran Khan. "We need to continue to work closely with Pakistan on this issue," Harris said.

The US president also thanked the Indian government for its "incredible" work on religious freedom.

螅 said that the US will continue to monitor the situation and "watch closely" as the Indian government implements the laws.

US President Donald Trump on Tuesday took a strong stance against China, saying that it is "a thorn in a lot of people’s sides." He said that the US is considering a number of steps to be taken against China.

Trump also thanked the Indian government for its "incredible" work on religious freedom.
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## Vania: CCTVs at Anganwadis will help improve supervision

Women's Right activist and Member of Parliament for Vizianagaram, Jeevitha Rajasekhar Reddy, is pushing for the installation of closed-circuit television (CCTVs) at Anganwadis in the state to help improve the quality of service at these centres.

She further stated, “These Anganwadis are meant for government outlets. Commissioner of Excise T. Siva Reddy, who refused to buy the RTC bus belonging to Amravati, and noted that the Harley Davidson bought a lot of military hardware from the US. The US has to be treated as an ally, not as a rival “. The minister said. She further stressed on the need to ensure that the road to work is open and that allCTS and staff white rewards will be given for disciplined and effective work.

## National SC, ST chairman at Durga temple

Sivaprasad Roy, who is a member of the SC community, has been appointed as the SC, ST, and OBC chairman.

## TRUMP GETS INTO HEATED EXCHANGE WITH CNN JOURNO

The US president also said that he is against the idea of a total ban on social media and noted that the Harley Davidson has been buying huge military equipment from the US, which the US has to be treated as an ally, not as a rival.

He said that efforts are being made to ensure that the road to work is open and that all workers are rewarded for their discipline and effectiveness.

## Top officials approved for appointment of patta distribution

Aam Aadmi Party will field candidates in all Assembly constituencies, but the programme is apparently not similar to the one in Telangana.

## GoNG GLOBAL

WB keen to help Andhra govt in edu, health sectors

The World Bank team headed by Chief Minister YS Jagan Mohan Reddy, who is in London, said that they are keen to help the Andhra Pradesh government in the education and health sectors.

## Landless poor to get...?

An estimated 670,000 landless households are yet to be identified for the Landless Poor Programme, Scheme for which the Centre has already approved the budget.

To achieve the goal, the Centre and the state have identified some new areas in APSCA limits, and the beneficiaries will be taken up in the programme of Landless Poor Landless Poor Federation in the programme.

## Administration gears up to smooth conduct of SSC exams

The administration has geared up for the smooth conduct of the SSC exams, which are scheduled to be held from March 17.

## Bars, restaurants raided for illegally selling liquor bottles

Officials also warned that any attempt to sell liquor illegally will lead to action.

---

**State fine-tunes plans to set up YSR Village Clinics**

The state government is finalising plans to set up YSR Village Clinics in the rural areas.

---

**Vijayawada | Wednesday, February 26, 2020**
India to buy ‘top’ military equipment worth $3bn

US President Donald Trump and Prime Minister Narendra Modi on Tuesday expanded their defence cooperation with agreements for India to purchase more than USD 3 billion of advanced American military equipment, including Apache and MH-60 Romeo helicopters – the finest in the world. These deals will enhance our joint defence capabilities as our militaries continue to train and expand our joint combat capabilities by side by side. Another major focus of the discussions with Prime Minister Modi was focused on strategic economic relations that will stabilize and improve. “Our teams have made tremendous progress on a comprehensive trade agreement. I am optimistic that we can reach a deal that will be of great importance to both countries. The United States exports to India are up nearly 40 per cent and in terms of high quality American exports in India, we have grown by 50 per cent,” Trump said.

India has taught spirituality and Madhubani paintings to the Trumps, its first lady and their children.

Rashtrapati Bhavan in all its grandeur hosts the Trumps

Melania Trump attends ‘Happiness Class’ in Delhi
government school, finds curriculum ‘inspiring’

The gift President Trump received after Taj visit with Melania

Trump’s daughter and son-in-law, Ivanka Trump and Jared Kushner, purchased bracelets worth $3,185 from the Queen of Hungary and freely worn by her forehead.

Day-2: Ivanka wears ‘sherwani’, designed by Anita Dongre

Ivanka Trump, 39, wore an outfit, designed by renowned Indian designer Anita Dongre, on the first day of her India visit.

President Donald Trump and First Lady Melania Trump, along with their entourage, arrived in India on an official visit and are scheduled to stay here for three days.

The US president said his ‘two days have been very productive.

The US president said in his opening remarks that India and the US are bound by historic ties.

India has taught spirituality and Madhubani paintings to the Trumps, its first lady and their children.

The US president said the two days have been very productive. India and the US have signed three defence agreements for New Delhi to purchase more than USD 3 billion of advanced American military equipment.

India has taught spirituality and Madhubani paintings to the Trumps, its first lady and their children.
At the visit of US President Donald Trump to India last year, there were no big takeaways except strategic convergence from the US-India’s vision of a light-fighting, eschewing costly issues.

Trump, the salesman
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There were no big takeaways except strategic convergence from the US-India’s vision of a light-fighting, eschewing costly issues.

After peaceful protests, the violence over CAA shows how polarities have now been weaponised politically in India, that the citizenship protesters, who began the stir over the imposition of citizenship regulations, and the leading regime. Hence the preoccupation with the scale of events and spectacles. Considering the visit would have yielded as much had Trump or Modi not pushed for the target implied was China. Clearly, Trump doesn’t forget to remind us of our weakness and the targetted assassination of Iranian military commander Qasem Soleimani.

As we celebrate the first anniversary of Balakot, one of the biggest challenges facing the Indian subcontinent and West Asia is of managing cross-border air strikes.
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Praise, not punish Assange

We don’t always respond to the whistleblower’s revelations as fast as they would hope. But they are indispensable to keep the level of deceit down.

DEEPA GUPTA

Despite intense lobbying by Ciudadanos, the Spanish Civil Guards’ Action Task Force (ETAF) is to take off the “blacklist” of terrorist organisations for its support in the fight against terrorism. The government’s fall action plan has been delayed.

The ETAF, whose members are primarily Basque ex-soldiers, is currently on the UN’s list of terrorist groups. The organization has been operational since 1989 and is responsible for a number of attacks in the Basque Country.

The Spanish government has been under pressure to remove the group from the black list, which includes ETA, a Basque separatist group that has been on the blacklist since 1994. The move to remove the group from the list is part of a strategy to improve Spain’s international image and increase its chances of being selected as a host country for the 2020 Olympic Games.

The ETAF was formed in 1989 by a group of former ETA members who decided to change their ways and fight terrorism. The group has been involved in a number of operations in the Basque Country, including the assassination of Spanish Interior Minister Ruben Menendez in 1995.
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Adani mulls bidding for Air India

Sources with knowledge of the development said the morgan's and acquisition committee of Adani Group is scrutinising Air India at an initial stage by a preliminary stage.

The deciding factor for Adani Group and several other companies, which are in the running to bid for the strategic sale of Air India, the world's biggest airline, would be the debt issues. The buyer will have to take a decision in two deadline of Rs 25.28,656.48 crore during the bidding process of Air India, which will be the highest among all the bidders.

Market regulator Sebi on Tuesday allowed foreign investors from Mauritius to directly become eligible for FPI register and access infrastructure bonds. The island nation is the second largest tax haven in the world after the Cayman Islands.

FPIs, which have invested nearly $75 billion in Indian stocks and bonds, were allowed access to infrastructure bonds. The move is expected to benefit from the new corporate tax regime.

One key reason was that Mauritius had a significant number of FPIs, which are in geostationary orbit, are considering the potential in the country. The Indian Space Research Organization (ISRO) had designed in India within its smart- technology, in which China has a significant interest.

China-made major and leading semiconductor companies in the world, are being on the lookout for a new market opportunity in India. ISRO's NavIC technology, which is a chip that can provide accurate positioning and navigation, is the second largest GPS system after the US Navy's Global Positioning System.

The technology, which is a chip that can provide accurate positioning and navigation, is the second largest GPS system after the US Navy's Global Positioning System. ISRO's NavIC technology can compete with the global positioning systems in the world, with the capability to be available for four to five times longer than the US satellite navigation system.
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OTT platforms dream roles, the inspire and shares about her actress Yamini REDDY, television V SATEESH Speaking to coming. “She said that she got a talent. I attended the audition and Telugu states to find new acting Telugu’s Anveshana too had no idea about acting and regular Telugu family, my parents to send me to acting Entry by accident. “T"elugu families must encourage their children to enter TV , cinema’ ‘OTT platforms and their impact on different types of fitness activities to stay fit, reports V SATEESH REDDY”

Fitness trainers Preet Gona and Sunjay Reddy of F-45 fitness centre speak on the importance of an exercise regimen complete with different types of fitness activities to stay fit, reports V SATEESH REDDY.

“Since childhood my interest and focus was always dance and I never thought about acting in the industry. At that time, I was doing classical dance and was learning all the forms and also doing other forms of dance like belly dance and belly dancing and I didn’t even think about the industry,” Sanjay Reddy said. In an interview with The Daily Pioneer, Sanjay Reddy mentioned that he started his journey in dance at a very young age and has been performing in various dance competitions and events ever since. He has won numerous awards and titles for his outstanding performances in the dance world, which have made him a prominent figure in the dance industry. Sanjay Reddy is known for his energetic and dynamic style of dancing and has been a part of several dance shows and television commercials. He is not only a skilled dancer but also a choreographer and has worked with many renowned choreographers and dance companies. Sanjay Reddy is committed to promoting the art of dance and believes in giving back to the community by sharing his knowledge and experience with aspiring dancers. He encourages young people to pursue their passion for dance and to never give up on their dreams. Sanjay Reddy’s dedication and hard work have earned him a lot of respect and admiration in the dance world, and he continues to inspire many aspiring dancers with his talent and dedication. Sanjay Reddy believes that dance is not just a form of entertainment but also a means of self-expression and personal growth. He encourages dancers to explore their creativity and to be true to themselves in their performances. Sanjay Reddy’s journey is a testament to the power of passion and determination, and his dedication to dance is an inspiration to many aspiring dancers.”

“We are living under elements of high intensity training, circuit training, and functional training. The variation in our workout programmes keeps us eager to grow and ready for take. Our current cardio-workouts will use plyometric movements, running and tempo training in fat burning, muscle building and metabolism-boosting exercises. Describing how it’s effective when compared to routines of other fitness centres, Sunjay Reddy says, “The reason why people do not regulate to exercise is because of the lack of motivation in the same old routine. But we have more than 1000 exercises so that the same workout is never repeated. What we are doing in groups it is even more interesting because we work together. We all say, “Our body feels that we do different exercises every day it will be healthier. Doing the same kind of exercises every day narrows down the body’s ability to reach in full potential. Our body needs to explore new spaces to achieve a healthy and line way to lose weight and stay fit.” When asked about some of the diets and advice, Sunjay says, “Fitness is not related to a particular diet or exercise but depends on the individual body, before anyone can make a diet for their body and their needs to exercise is important. About the eight-week F45 challenges, Sunjay says, “F45 challenges is a training programme focused on pushing yourself to your limit. This program is designed keeping in mind the requirements of each individual, making sure they get the best results.”

Indian dancers to battle it out in Italy

Dancers from India will compete with the world at the biggest multi-gym dance competition, the Dance World Cup. India has been selected to host the Dance World Cup India Qualifiers in Bangalore at the Phoenix Mall. The winning participants will then go on to battle it out in Italy. The Dance World Cup is an incredible opportunity for dancers to realise their dreams and gain international recognition by performing on the world’s biggest stage.”

NOTICE: This content is for personal use only. Reproduction of images, text or video in any form is not permitted. Use of this content is subject to the terms and conditions specified in the Sanjay Reddy’s interview. For any queries, please contact Sanjay Reddy directly.
Scarlett Johansson, Chris Evans in Little Shop Of Horrors

Hollywood stars Scarlett Johansson and Chris Evans are in talks to play pivotal roles in a new big screen adaptation of Little Shop of Horrors. The film is a remake of the cult movie-turned-Broadway musical, and is being directed by Greg Berlanti.

Actor Glenn Close is also being considered for a role in the film. The微量 comedy will mark a reunion for Johansson and Evans with Johansson as Black Widow and Evans with Evans, who plays the dentist Orin Scrivello, who is Audrey's boyfriend and who finds the carnivorous plant. If he comes on board, the Little Shop Of Horrors will mark a reunion for Johansson, who starred in Black Widow, and Evans, who starred in The Little Shop Of Horrors. The project is based on the 1960 Roger Corman film that was adapted into a popular musical in the early 1980s, which was adapted as a 1986 film starring Rick Moranis.

The story of Seymour, a meek florist who works at the aptly named Skid Row Florists, where he is under the thumb of the owner, Mr. Mushnik. Seymour secretly loves Audrey, who also works at the struggling shop. One day, he discovers a plant that looks like a Venus fly trap that he dubos. The plant becomes auditorically complicated when he realizes the plant has to be fed human blood and, if they come on board, Johansson and Egerton are in various stages of talks to play Audrey and Seymour, respectively. The project is based on the 1960 Roger Corman film that was adapted into a popular musical in the early 1980s, which was adapted as a 1986 film starring Rick Moranis. If the project is based on the 1960 Roger Corman film that was adapted into a popular musical in the early 1980s, which was adapted as a 1986 film starring Rick Moranis.

The story of Seymour, a meek florist who works at the aptly named Skid Row Florists, where he is under the thumb of the owner, Mr. Mushnik. Seymour secretly loves Audrey, who also works at the struggling shop. One day, he discovers a plant that looks like a Venus fly trap that he dubs Orin Scrivello, who is Audrey's boyfriend and who finds the plant has to be fed human blood and, if he comes on board, the Little Shop Of Horrors will mark a reunion for Johansson, who starred in Black Widow, and Evans, who starred in The Little Shop Of Horrors. The project is based on the 1960 Roger Corman film that was adapted into a popular musical in the early 1980s, which was adapted as a 1986 film starring Rick Moranis.
Indian batsman throws their hands at ball like they do in India: Craig

**PTI WELLINGTON**

Former New Zealand all-rounder Craig McMillan on Tuesday said Indian batsmen are "throwing their hands up" at the ball like they do in India.

"That doesn't make any adjustments in the way they play, they throw their hands up at the ball doing it in India," he said.

Smith, Warner return to scene of sandpaper scandal

**AP In Wellington**

Australia's Steve Smith and David Warner will return to New Zealand in mid-February for the first time since their sandpaper scandal saga unfolded in March.

"They were saying it out of anger and frustration," he added.

"They weren't saying it out of anything other than consternation, it was a great atmosphere," he said.

"That was the most picturesque grounds I've ever seen in good condition, the day before we got our bans and they were upset about," Warner added.

"I was speaking to several people involved in that Test and it was the worst Test I've ever been involved in," he said.

"So many emotions going through us, to have to face the cricketing world knowing what we had done was wrong," Warner added.

"So many emotions going through us, to have to face the cricketing world knowing what we had done was wrong," Warner added.

But I don't think a cautious approach ever pays off especially from home. A long trip was clear.

"He again stressed on the mental aspect of Test cricket where clarity of mind, at times, becomes more important than the technical nuances of the game.

"If we start thinking too much at our conditions, you would be able to focus on your batting. When you are not playing in your home condition, the game becomes more mental.

"We can sometimes get too caught up with technical discussions. But if you have clarity of mind, things become clearer.

"If I see a situation, if it is a green pitch, I don't think being cautious or wary will serve you well. You need an aggressive approach.

"We badly needed a win as a team. We haven't played a complete Test match in the last 5-6 Tests. The bowlers set us up by dismissing them in the first two overs and the openers gave us a good start. When someone is set and is playing well, it makes it easy for the new batsman coming in."

"We probably did not look too ideal from the start but definitely needed more than 100 in the first innings."
Pitch-perfect landscapes for BUNNY’S NEXT

Sukumar has left no stone unturned for Allu Arjun’s next. NAGARAJ GOUD writes about the team’s efforts to locate nature’s beauty that will bring magic to the screen.

At off the more-then-successful The(pic name) release hit, UV Creations would finally join the set of its next with Sukumar in Kerala on March 15. The director, along with major portions of the cast, including Allu Arjun and Jagapathi Babu (of Bharath Parvam fame), is filming the film last year and he will intiate the new schedule from the same location, it is understood.

A source close to the director told us, “Allu Arjun is yet to start shooting for the film. “Venky Kudumula is a very talented filmmaker and I want to deliver a film that will be Remembered. I want it to be remembered not only for me but also for Venky. I want it to be a film that will make people say ‘I want to see this again’.”

Another source added, “Allu Arjun is very much excited about the film and he has been working hard to maintain his fitness and shape for the film. He is also taking special care of the diet and nutrition to maintain his physique for the film.”

Venky Kudumula has broken his silence on the film and revealed it’s the story of a man who is on a mission to overcome his personal struggles. He also revealed that the film will have a strong emotional core and will be a complete entertainer.

The film is expected to release in 2023 and will be a must watch for Venky Kudumula’s fans and Allu Arjun’s fans alike.

Mysskin quits, Vishal takes over

After Mysskin quit, Vishal has taken over the directorial duties for his upcoming film. The film is titled Alla… and it is a thriller.

According to reports, Vishal has decided to replace Mysskin as the director and has taken over the reins of the film. The film is set in the heart of Chennai and is a story about a man who is on a mission to uncover a conspiracy.

The film is expected to release in 2023 and will be a must watch for Vishal’s fans and the Tamil audience alike.

Nithiin ‘COPIED VENKY’ for Bheeshma

Co-screenwriter Kranthi Madhav has been a pioneer when it comes to employing innovative strategies to promote their films. They began the trend of conducting First-release events, which is now a must for every film. Last year, with Ala Vaikunthapurramlo, they’ve released a song of the film even before the shoot was half-way through, hoping the film’s approach would be seen as a fresh idea.

However, this year, they are taking a similar route with Rang De! starring Pranav Kalyan and Ananya Pandey. With the film set to release on Valentine’s Day, the producer wants the film to attract as many eyeballs as it can. Composer Thaman too seems to have a scheme in mind, as he is planning to release a song before the release and promoting it aggressively.

The film, which was announced in 2021, is a coming-of-age romantic story that follows a young woman who is on a mission to prove that her love can conquer anything.

A source close to the production house said, “It’s a special film in his career and he has worked hard to make it perfect. He has put in a lot of effort and has made sure that every detail is perfect.”

The film is expected to release on Valentine’s Day and will be a must watch for Pranav Kalyan’s fans and the Tamil audience alike.